
Environmental Issues

1 The planet is getting hotter. This is called __________.
A| global melting B| global warming C| global heating

2 Rain that contains dangerous chemicals is _________.
A| pharmacy rain B| chemical rain C| acid rain

3 Waste of any sort that harms the environment is _________.
A| pollution B| plution C| pluto

4 Many people worry that ____________ may one day cause radiation.
A| water pollution B| submarines C| nuclear weapons

5 The __________ in Brazil and other countries are being cut down.
A| rain forests B| bushes C| water flowers

6 The __________ protects us from harmful radiation from the sun.
A| phosphorus layer B| ozone layer C| layer of ozone

7 ____________ means the cutting down of large numbers of trees.
A| Deforestation B| Treelessness C| Reforestation

8 Someone who cares for the environment is '_______'.
A| green B| red C| pink

9 Don't throw away bottles! ________ them.
A| Recycle B| Precycle C| Cycle

10 Used water from toilets and sinks is _________. Sometimes this pollutes rivers.
A| sewage B| stew C| roughage

11 Some food is designed in a laboratory. It is _____________.
A| genetically modified B| molecular C| reverse engineered

12 Food which is grown naturally is _________.
A| organic B| manky C| soily
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13 Using less of the world's resources is called ___________.
A| conversion B| conservation C| conversation

14 There are too many people in the world. This problem is known as _________.
A| civilisation B| overpopulation C| underpopulation

15 When there is less and less of a kind of animal, this animal is an ____________.
A| enamoured species   B| encamped beast   C| endangered species

16 When all of a species have died, the species is _________.
A| extract B| extreme C| extinct

17 An example of an endangered species is the __________.
A| panda B| dinosaur C| rodent

18 An example of a harmful gas in our environment is ___________. 
A| helium B| carbon monoxide C| oxygen

19 If the _________ in the Arctic and Antarctic melt, the sea level will rise. 
A| glaciers B| ice cubes C| galaxies

20 One example of an alternative energy source is __________. 
A| petrol B| flower power C| solar power
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Answer Key:
  
  1| B  

  2| C  

  3| A 

4| C  

  5| A  

  6| B  

  7| A  

  8| A  

  9| A  

10| A
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